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THE THREE CONVERSATIONAL LEVELS
“To get to the next level of greatness depends on the quality of the culture, which depends 

on the quality of relationships, which depends on the quality of conversations…

LEVEL I: TRANSACTIONAL

Transactional, Level I, is about
‘exchanging information’ to keep
people in the loop, updating, 
or getting things accomplished.
While this level of conversations
is useful to actively direct people
and processes to get work done,
it often focuses on compliance
and includes rewards and punish-
ments.  Our Interaction dynamics
are that of Telling and Asking.
When we rely on too much
‘telling what’s on our mind’, with
low levels of listening to ‘what 
is on other’s mind,’ we have the
potential to move others into a
position of fear and reluctance 
to change. Questions may be
closed-ended and designed to
confirm and protect what we
believe is true, which causes 
others to move into their own
protect behaviors. Level I Trust 
is low.

LEVEL II: POSITIONAL

Positional, Level II, is about
‘exchanging power,’ influencing
others to our point of view using
our personal power and influence
skills. There may be win/lose or
win/win outcomes. Frequently we
influence to bring others to our
point of view and our interaction
dynamics are Advocating and
Inquiring. When we use more
advocating, we are asking ques-
tions for which we already know
the answers, and we are inquiring
into others points of view mostly
to win them over to our perspec-
tives. Too much advocating with
low levels of listening can move
people into protect behaviors. 
If others believe you have their
interest at heart they will become
open to the exchange, and if they
feel you are driving an agenda 
they will close down and move 
into distrust. Level II Trust is 
conditional.

LEVEL III: TRANSFORMATIONAL

Transformational, Level III, is about
‘exchanging energy’, co-creating and 
transforming ideas and outcomes 
with others. Our interaction dynamics 
are Sharing and Discovering, which
opens us up to broader insights and
wisdom than either of us now has. 
We ask‘questions to which you have
no answers,’ thereby inviting others 
to participate in answers that are 
co-created. This creates a sense 
of co-creating shared success and
empowers everyone involved to 
participate fully. We are engaging with
others in high levels of openness,
candor, curiosity and wonder, stimulat-
ing provocative questions that enable
us to partner to elevate our thinking
to new thoughts and ideas for innova-
tion. However, if the partnering aspect
of the interaction dynamic begins to
dissipate, the uncertainty can cause
us to fall back into the ‘groupthink’ 
or consensus. Level III has high trust.

TELL

ASK
ADVOCATE INQUIRE
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CONVERSATIONAL DASHBOARD TM

PRIMING FOR TRUST
When we are in a state of distrust, the world
feels threatening. Threats make us retreat, and
we feel we need to protect ourselves. Neuro-
scientists say that threats trigger the Reptilian
Brain; we get an Amygdala Hijack and experi-
ence higher levels of cortisol and adrenaline.
The fear networks in our brains cause us 
to either ‘fight, flee, freeze, or appease’ others.

If the interaction feels safe and positive, we
produce more oxytocin and dopamine. These
neurotransmitters help us relax, feel open to
others, and create a state of trust. Our
Prefrontal Cortex opens up and we have access
to empathy, judgment and higher decision 
making and innovation capabilities. Our heart
beats at a more coherent rate and we connect
with others more deeply.

“I want to influence you
to my point of view. 
I’m not open to yours.”

“I want to learn more
from you, but….”

“How can we share 
and discover our best
current thinking?”

“How can we create
new possibilities
together?”

“I’m uncertain,
am I valued and
accepted?”

MIND SET INNER REALITY OUTER REALITY

RESISTOR

SKEPTIC

Not feeling in
alignment–creates
resistance

Out of alignment–
raises doubt

WAIT & SEE Waits for others
before committing

EXPERIMENTOR Desires to
experiment

CO-CREATOR Builds new
meaning

Perceived to have strong
beliefs and opinions –
not open to influence

Appears to be doubtful
and judgmental 

Seems always tentative
about what or whom  
to trust

Seen as someone with
the courage to take
risks, and trust

Willingness to transform 
reality with others in a
WE-centric way
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We can prime our conversations by using the 5 steps below. Changing our mindset can shift and
shape our experiences into more productive, innovative, co-creative and intelligent results.  

CLOSING REALITY GAPS AND ‘OPENING UP VIEWS’ WILL ELEVATE THE CONVERSATION

Intention: How can I create a safe environment, be more transparent 
about desired outcomes, and share threats that may stand in the way?
Impact: What actions, thoughts or words will enable the other person 
to shift from protect to partner? 

Level III: Quells the Amygdala and activates prefrontal cortex & heart.

Step 1:
TRANSPARENCY
Quelling Threats 
& Fears

Step 2:
RELATIONSHIP
Listen to Connect

Step 3:
UNDERSTANDING
Listen to 
Understand

Step 4:
SHARED SUCCESS
Listen to Co-create
Strategies for Mutual
Success 

Step 5:
TEST ASSUMPTIONS
& TELL THE TRUTH
Listen to Close 
Reality Gaps

Intention: How can I establish rapport; prime the conversation for mutual 
trust, openness, and respect; and establish a ‘power-with others’ context?    
Impact: What actions, thoughts or words will enable us to listen, to 
connect and relax judgment of each other? 

Level III: Activates coherence; increases oxytocin and reduces cortisol. 

Intention: How can I step into the other person’s shoes and see the world 
from their eyes: share what is on my mind, stay open and non-judgmental.
Impact: What actions, thoughts or words will bridge between our realities?

Level III: Lowers uncertainty and activates empathy and mirror neurons.

Intention: How can I/we paint a picture of shared success – not just 
my success? How can I lower my ‘attachment to being right’, and 
elevate my curiosity about what is possible?
Impact: What can we say to reduce conflict and open a new view 
of mutual success?  

Level III: Elevates and catalyzes rapid sharing, rapid discovery, 
innovation, and catalyzes new ways of thinking with others.     

Intention: How can I/we tell the truth with candor and caring? How 
can we identify Reality Gaps, and stay open to test assumptions?  
Impact: What actions, thoughts or words will enable us to both 
‘tell our truth’; What can I do to facilitate Level III?   

Level III: Fully activates the trust networks – enables the Executive 
Brain (prefrontal cortex) and heart to connect and elevates both 
conversations and influence.

L I S T E N I N G

ESTABLISHING A FOUNDATION OF TRUST

L I S T E N I N G
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Take the Lead & Connect (TLC)Step 1:

TRANSPARENCY
Quelling Threats 
& Fears

Step 2:

RELATIONSHIP
Listen to Connect

Step 3:

UNDERSTANDING
Listen to
Understand

Step 4:

SHARED SUCCESS
Listen to Co-create
Strategies for Mutual
Success 

Step 5:

TEST ASSUMPTIONS
& TELL THE TRUTH
Listen to Close 
Reality Gaps

Take the Lead & Connect (TLC)

Take the Lead & Connect (TLC)

Take the Lead & Connect (TLC)

Take the Lead & Connect (TLC)

ESTABLISHING A FOUNDATION OF TRUST

WORKSHEET

Describe the Situation: Your Intention–Impact–Influence Strategy

Step Into trust                                  Level III: Co-creating Conversations


